
Philadelphia Project
From the technical point of view - scientific project in philadelphia it comes to following 3
factors:
1) Invisibility 2) Transporter 3) Time Travel
But is it true?
First, it should be noted that some fundamental aspects discussed below in the page of
the encyclopedia, not covered by mainstream science (pseudoscience) and therefore can
be considered as a (personal technical considerations) worthless. Therefore you are free
to comment on this page regarding the personal considerations of theoretical mold.
A Al Bielek claims to be one of the "guinea pigs" in the experiment survived top-secret
"Project Rainbow" from the United States Navy would happen on October 28, 1943 led by
Dr. Rinehart. The project was to test a machine inside the cabin of the ship Eldridge, who
would make the radar invisibility but then the same would have occurred much more. The
experiment carried out in a pier Philadeplia, the destroyer USS Eldridge (DE-173), from
the technical point of view has 3 important aspects such as invisibility, teleportation and
estimated travel space-time could not have been a " fable or legend, "but a real life
situation!
Let us briefly analyze some fundamental aspects of the test:
1) Invisibility: According to the proponents of this view, the invisibility of the ship (Eldridge)
would be due to the magnetic field, which would have bent the light reflected from the
object, by passing over the same, a bit 'as it is for Metamaterials similarly but in this case,
to have used a transformer of Tesla.
2) Teleport: Even here in the Rainbow project, it would be a research program to check the
"teleportation" of objects from one place to another, so you can travel great distances in
space and time. So far we can consider ourselves to think of the "fiction" but there is a
crucial point that will give a turn to science aficionados "The Time Travel"
3) The space-travel: It seems that in order to travel in space-time, you are "served" by 2
great scientists Albert Einstein with his "theory" of the Unified Field Magnetic and Nikola
Tesla (in the practice), this 'last project manager who was then led by John von Neumann.
To travel in time would seem that he had created a strong magnetic field (see also Ferlini
and the magnetic bubble), which has in turn generated a bubble such as to be
independent of space-time outside it. The tunnel spacetime would form the second Ighina
dall'interazioni rhythmic energy of 2 large magnetic core (see the magnetic atom) which
are: energy magnetoritmica solar energy reflected magnetoritmica land; (see Pier Luigi
Ighina). Once the bubble generated by the powerful magnetic field, everything inside
would be independent of space and time outside and not only that but all the chemical and
physical phenomena would have no value, as the said Eldridge will be transformed to
force energy to tackle such an ambitious journey. And that's what happened! In fact,
according to Bielek's testimony, the first thing they saw a green mist (experiment Ferlini
the magnetic bubble, with permanent magnets 4 "blue cloud), the sailors caught fire for 18
days after the collapse of the magnetic field (after the trip back from the future) people who
first crossed the walls and doors (5 ratings) merged with the plates of the ship. It may
prove the truth of the phenomena described above based on the experiment conducted by
John Hutchison. Hutchison One day, intent on study the longitudinal waves transmitted
over the air from the Tesla transformer, casually noticed that the emission of radio waves
on a flat surface from polarized high-voltage transformer, producing an electromagnetic
interference, which followed one another strange but amazing phenomena, such as
levitation of heavy objects, fusion of dissimilar materials such as metal and wood, melting
metal on a sheet of paper without it catching fire, show the influence of the Tesla project in
Philadelphia. It is noteworthy that in both cases of unlucky sailors caught fire but did not
carbonize and the fusion of 5 men in the ship's metal show how close to reality than the



fantasy and that therefore everything has been made possible with the transformation of
matter into energy! Among some drawings and Documents found the famous project, it
mentions another scientist "Faraday", had probably need a large amount of charge in
order to keep the flow constant catalyst, otherwise the magnetic bubble would have
collapsed immediately! The magnetic bubble and then to move freely in its shape etheric
(energy) in the continuous space-tunnel, would have to accelerate its rotation, to go in the
future compared to the ordinary time outside the bubble itself, or slow down its motion so
as to always lag behind the external time and see past events. Travelling in the past then
you would be able to attend a theatrical performance where recite only the shadows of real
people who exist only way to eternal present. Same for the future. If you watch the sun go
down at some think is missing the point slightly and then comes the night (darkness), but
in reality the sun is gone down to 8 minutes, because light takes time to reach the retina,
then you are looking at his image projected into the past, as well as the stars that there are
more remote. Same thing goes for the future. Near the sea level time is slower than 1μs (1
millionth of a second) slower, this due to the strong gravity on the earth by the energy
magnetoritmica solar (in fact the Antigravity Hutchison Effect shows that is not 'the result of
simple electrostatic or electromagnetic levitation and that the earth is to be stopped. They
anchor the practice of the experiment with the theory of Ighina proves that the earth and
the other planets are stationary because it has an effect on the gravitational force exerted
by solar energy. If the earth was moving, would take a centrifugal force equal and opposite
to cancel the gravity). said that returning to the time slows down, the researchers able to
demonstrate how gravity affects "the time as a function of the distortion of space" and not
only, but also because the magnetic field near the sea is more intense, and the experiment
with the magnets with opposite poles attracting each other , would create a drainage flow
of energies that together, create (if the tunnel spacetime), and vice versa if the magnets
are oriented so as to repel each other and accelerate the particles, should create an effect
that would project that small portion of matter and energy flooded in the future. Hutchison
Unfortunately, the phenomenon is not repeatable and therefore operated as something
that can not be understood by mainstream science, was baptized as a stupid or
something. Of Hutchison have only amateur videos of his experiments and his testimony
but if the problem happens again and that the magnets were equally valid to prove, it could
drastically change the scientific conceptions and lead humanity towards new horizons to
the edge of space and time.


